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Disclosure

• adenomas

• malignant polyps

• serrated polyps

Outline

Adenomas (aka conventional adenomas)
The pathologist’s role:

• What type of adenoma (TA vs TVA vs VA)?

• Is there HGD?

• Is there malignancy?

Shorter surveillance intervals 
→ colonoscopy at 3 years instead of standard 5-10 years

• any villous component
• any HGD
• (size > 10 mm)

Advanced
adenoma

Tubular vs Tubulovillousvs Villous

tubular villoustubulovillous

→ small adenomas (<1 cm): better to under-diagnose villous change

→ large adenoma: be more liberal with “tubulovillous”

<20-25% villous >75-80% villous
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HGD Diagnosis Primarily architectural and at low power

• complex architecture

• looks hyperchromatic

• disorganized

• crowding and irregularity

• cribriforming, back to back glands

HGD Diagnosis Primarily architectural and at low power Caveats re Grading Dysplasia

focality

don’t overcall focal architectural abnormalities; HGD usually 

involves more than just one or two crypts

cytology

be wary of using cytology alone to diagnose HGD unless 

changes are marked or small biopsy of large lesion and 

insufficient tissue to properly assess architecture

surface

don’t over-interpret cytological changes on the surface of 

adenomas (atypia usually from trauma, erosion 

or prolapse)

NEG LGD HGD IMC

Dysplasia in the GI Tract

Errors in judgment must occur in the practice of an art which 
consists largely in balancing probabilities.

William Osler

NEG LGD HGD IMC

Design:

• 5 expert GI pathologists evaluated 107 colorectal adenomas < 1 
cm independently and classified: TA vs A-VC, LGD vs HGD

• re-review after consensus conference and consensus criteria.

Results:

• A-VC: 0.21 – 0.37

• HGD: 0.26 – 0.31

• Interobserver agreement both before and after the consensus 
conference was poor for assessment of A-VC and HGD.

Am J Surg Pathol 2013;37:427-433 J Clin Pathol 2014;67:781-786

Design:

• 6 academic GI pathologists and 6 community pathologists 
evaluated 40 colorectal adenomas independently and 
classified architecture and dysplasia grade 

• re-review after guideline review

Results:

• Architecture: K=0.47 → 0.54

• Dysplasia grade: K=0.57 → 0.48

• HGD: 6 in 25-40%, 4 in 41-50%, 2 in ≥75% 
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• architecture
• tubular / tubulovillous / villous

• dysplasia grade

• with or without high grade dysplasia / malignancy

e.g. “tubulovillous adenoma; negative for high grade dysplasia and malignancy”

“villous adenoma with high grade dysplasia; negative for malignancy”

• margin status
• only necessary in malignant polyps

• some endoscopists like to know margin status if there’s HGD

Reporting
“superficial fragments or fragments of…” 

“focal high grade dysplasia”

Malignant Polyps

High grade dysplasia Invasive adenocarcinoma

No malignant potential Malignant

Invasion into submucosaInvasion into lamina propriaNo invasion (intra-epithelial)

severe dysplasia 
carcinoma in-situ

(intramucosal carcinoma)

High grade dysplasiaLow grade dysplasia

Terminology: Dysplasia and Carcinoma in the Colorectum 

M
U
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Adenoma Lamina propria invasion

Adenoma Lamina propria invasion

• Hashimoto H et al. Intramucosal colorectal carcinoma with lymphovascular invasion: clinicopathological 
characteristics of 9 cases. Histopathol doi: 10.1111/his.13826
→ 0/9 lymph node metastases

• Shia J, Klimstra DS. Intramucosal poorly differentiated colorectal carcinoma: can it be managed 
conservatively? Am J Surg Pathol 2008;32:1586-1589
→ 1/2 lymph node metastases

• Lewin MR et al. Poorly differentiated colorectal carcinoma with invasion restricted to lamina propria 
(intramucosal carcinoma): a follow-up study of 15 cases. Am J Surg Pathol 2007;31:1882-1886
→ 0/15 lymph node metastases

Management of Adenomas with 
Lamina Propria Invasion
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Reporting Adenomas with Lamina Propria Invasion

adenoma with lamina propria invasion only

poorly differentiated component
(single cells, signet ring cells)

lymphatic invasion

desmoplasia

all absent any present

confirm no submucosal invasion with deeper levels

look for adverse features

HGD
risk of nodal spread negligible

HGD
possible adverse outcome

MCC
discussion

What is a malignant polyp?

= adenomatous polyp with invasive adenocarcinoma (invasion into submucosa)

• irregular distribution of glands
• desmoplastic stroma
• no lamina propria surrounding glands
• glands angulated, infiltrative

• adenomatous mucosa  herniates into (becomes misplaced) 

the submucosa

Pseudoinvasion
aka mucosal herniation / misplacement
epithelial misplacement

85%

liberal use of deeper levels to look for continuity between surface and deep structures

Pseudoinvasion

• mucosa (crypts and lamina propria) in 
submucosa, usually not isolated glands 

• surrounding inflammation and “reaction” but 
no desmoplasia

• crypts (“glands”) have rounded contours not 
angulated

• lobular contour – not haphazard

• herniated mucosa has the same degree of 
atypia as elsewhere in the mucosa – not worse 

• admixed normal crypts may be present

• evidence of prior ischemia
(hemorrhage, hemosiderin, surface exudate)

Mucin Pools in Pseudoinvasion

• mucin pools may  be present

• pools have smooth, regular outlines – no 
irregular, jagged dissecting mucin

• pools are acellular or partially lined by 
epithelium similar to that in the mucosa

• no cytologically malignant cells floating in 
mucin
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Pseudoinvasion Adenocarcinoma

Location Usually sigmoid, L>R Anywhere

Degree of dysplasia Same as elsewhere in polyp Higher grade (usually)

Gland shape Rounded / diamond-shaped Angulated (usually)

Accompanying lamina propria Present (not always obvious) Absent

Surrounding stroma May be sclerotic Desmoplastic

Hemosiderin Common Absent

Mucin pools Rounded borders Angulated, infiltrative

Epithelium in mucin pools Single layer at edges or detached strips Floating, irregular, high grade

Pseudoinvasionvs Adenocarcinoma Reporting Polyps with Pseudoinvasion

• TA/TVA/VA with high-grade dysplasia; negative for malignancy

• TVA with extensive mucosal prolapse; focal invasive adenocarcinoma cannot be 
excluded (see comment)

Comment: Even if there is focal invasive adenocarcinoma, there are no high-risk 
features t0 warrant further surgical resection.

residual malignancy in bowel wall

positive lymph nodes

operative mortality

patient’s risk tolerance

resection margin

1. tumor grade
2. lymphovascular invasion
3. tumor budding
4. extent of submucosal invasion
5. (Haggit/Kikuchi levels)

[overall: 3-5%; >80:15%; <50:1-2%]

Malignant Polyps: Polypectomy or Resection?

psychology

1. age
2. comorbidities
3. surgeon

pedunculated sessile

Haggitt R et al. Gastroenterol 1985;89:328

• increasing risk of LN mets as the cancer goes deeper
(small numbers, data incomplete, difficult to interpret and apply) 

• popular with surgeons
Haggitt and Kikuchi Levels

3%

8%

23%

Butte JM et al. Dis Colon Rectum 2012;55:122-127

margin negative (≥ 1 mm)

margin positive (< 1 mm)

margin indeterminate
(piecemeal resection / improper orientation)

0%

16-21%

Resection Margin Status

• retrospective study

• 143 patients with malignant polyps → colectomy

• 16 with residual malignancy at colectommy • retrospective study

• 239 malignant polyps and 140 subsequent colectomies

• positive margin = tumor at margin or margin obscured by diathermy artefact

• ~10% of polyps with margin involvement → residual tumor

• all polyps with negative margin: no residual cancer

• all cases with residual cancer had a positive margin

Resection Margin Status
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Measuring Margins
Images from NHS Bowel Cancer Screening Programme and Royal College of Pathologists

Risk of Lymph Node Involvement

tumor grade

lymphovascular invasion

tumor budding

extent of submucosal invasion

1

2

3

4

Tumor Grade
• poorly differentiated invasive component:

• solid nests or sheets of cells

• signet ring cells

• cribriform formations

• tumour buds >5 cells

Brown IS et al. J Clin Pathol 2016;69:292

Lymphovascular Invasion

• average 18% present in various studies (0-57%)

• PPV for mets is low 5-30%

• NPV also low 

• eg Brown study 67% had mets but no LVI

• studies suggest that cases that are 
suspicious for LVI tend to behave as if 
there is LVI

• no routine IHC (D2-40, CD34)

Tumor Budding

• isolated tumor cells or clusters of 
tumor cells at the advancing edge 
of a tumor
≡ tumor dedifferentiation

• tumor bud = cluster of <5 cells

scan invasive front of tumor 

→ look for infiltrating growth pattern, marked 

→ irregularity, blurring of tumor–stroma interface

→ identify a single ‘‘hotspot’’ 

→ count number of tumor buds @20x

→ apply correction factor → 0.785 mm2 field

number of buds = 17 ÷ 1.2 = 14

0-4 = low

5-9 = intermediate

10 or more = high

malignant polyp ≥5 buds is significant
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For polyps 
removed 

piecemeal, the 
greatest extent in 
any single piece > 1 mm

Depth of Submucosal Invasion Depth of Invasion and Risk of Nodal Metastases

No. of tumors studied
(No. with lymph node metastasis)

Depth of Submucosal Invasion
%age in node-neg vs node-pos cases

Ueno et al. 2004
251
(33)

Using ≥ 2000 µm
52% vs 91% (p<0.0001)

Tateishi et al. 2010
322

(46)
Using  ≥ 1000 µm

88% vs 98% (p=0.05)

Nakadoi et al. 2011
499
(41)

Using ≥ 1800 µm
48% vs 83% (p<0.0001)

Kawachi et al. 2015
806
(97)

Using  ≥ 1000 µm
76% vs 96% (p<0.0001)

Oka et al. 2013
118 (rectal only)

(13)
Using  ≥ 1000 µm

73% vs 92% (p=0.18)

Ueno et al. 2014
3556
(393)

Using  ≥ 1000 µm
84% vs 95% (p<0.0001)

Pai et al. 2017
116

(28)
Using  ≥ 1000 µm

60% vs 81% (p=0.04)

Measuring Depth of Submucosal Invasion

Malignant Polyp
Risk of Lymph Node Metastases

Brown et al.
2016

Pai et al.
2017

High grade tumor X X

Cribriform tumor X

Lymphovascular invasion X

Tumor budding X

Extensive submucosal invasion
X

width ≥ 4 mm
depth ≥ 2 mm

X
depth ≥ 1 mm

No. of adverse features present:

1 5% 21%

≥2 23% 33%

Malignant Polyp

resection margin

surgery polypectomy

ANY present ALL absent

positive negative

poorly differentiated tumor

high-grade tumor budding

lymphovascular invasion

extensive submucosal invasion

rebiopsy polypectomy site

positive negative

MCC

Management
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66 year old male
sigmoid colon polypectomy (1.3 cm)

2.1 mm

2.8 mm

5.4 mm

Given the size of the invasive adenocarcinoma and the presence of high-
grade tumor budding, there is a significant risk of lymph node metastases. 
Surgical resection should be considered.

5 mm

66 year old male
sigmoid colon polypectomy (1.3 cm)

Given the size of the invasive adenocarcinoma, there is an increased risk of 
lymph node metastases. 

6.5 mm

66 year old male
sigmoid colon polypectomy (1.3 cm)

Given the small size of the focus of invasive adenocarcinoma, the lack of 
features associated with an increased risk of lymph node metastases, and the 
negative margin, surgical resection is likely not required. 

66 year old male
sigmoid colon polypectomy (1.3 cm)

Serrated Polyps
Classification: Serrated Polyps

Hyperplastic polyp (HP)

Serrated polyp, unclassified (SPU)

Weird serrated polyp with features of 
HP, SSA, TSA and regular adenoma 

in improbable combinations

(WSPWFHPSSATSARAIIC)

Sessile serrated adenoma (SSA)
± dysplasia

Traditional serrated adenoma (TSA)
± high-grade dysplasia
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• serrations in luminal half 

• straight crypts

• narrow bases

• mitoses in lower third–half of 
crypts only

• thickened subepithelial collagen 
band

Hyperplastic Polyp

predominantly microvesicular mucin goblet cells predominate
little microvesicular mucin

Hyperplastic Polyps

microvesicular goblet cell rich

reporting subtypes 
not recommended

submucosal fat dilated crypt bases
exaggerated deep

crypt serration

sessile

SSA
horizontally spreading 

crypt bases

abnormally located
differentiated cells

(goblet, gastric)

LH
SC

S1
4

-3
5

6
8

7
6

bowling pins
dilated crypts

anchors
upward lateral extensions

boots
lateral extensions

• subtly enlarged nuclei

• vesicular nuclei

• prominent nucleoli

• mitoses

lower upper

SSA

Proliferative Zone in HP vs SSA 

Dr. Rish Pai

Proliferative Zone
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Proliferative Zone
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SSA

1 unequivocal architecturally distorted, dilated and/or horizontally branched 
crypt, especially with inverted maturation

How many abnormal crypts are needed to diagnose an SSA?

> 2 or 3 contiguous crypts demonstrate features of SSA (crypts that are dilated 
and assume abnormal shapes including L-shapes and inverted T-shapes; 
prominent serrations at the base of crypts)

WHO Classification of Tumors of the Digestive System, 4th ed. 2010

Rex D et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2012;107:1315

• study of 2,955 serrated polyps: presence of any SSA crypts → clinical features more like SSA than HP

Bettington M et al. Am J Surg Pathol 2014;38:158-166

“One swallow does not a summer make…”
Aristotle (384BCE-322BCE)
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R-sided “Hyperplastic” Polyps

think twice about diagnosing a HP 
especially if >1cm or unusual 
endoscopically

8 mm sigmoid polyp

Prolapse-related Pseudo-SSA 
Features in HP

• prolapse features
• thickened and reduplicated muscularis mucosae

• fibromuscular obliteration of the lamina propria

• dilated “diamond-shaped” crypts

Huang CC et al. Hum Pathol 2013;44:480

• rectal polyps initially diagnosed as SSA, or HP with features of SSA 

• morphology and BRAF: 31/78 (33%) → HP with prolapse

normal MVHP SSA SSA+D adenoca

Clinical Significance of SSAs
SSA-Cancer Pathway

MLH1 promoter 
methylation 

→ loss of MLH1 
→ MSI

BRAF MLH1

inhibition of apoptosis 
→ epithelium piles up 

→ serration

MLH1 loss in dysplastic focus of SSA

CIMP

Adenomatous Polyp

Sessile Serrated Adenoma

Rates of Progression to Cancer

SSA with Dysplasia

Endoscopic Detection of SSAs

• substantial miss rate among endoscopists

• difficult to completely excise

interval colon cancer

• often R-sided, MSI-H, CIMP-H

• 70-80% due to missed polyps

• 10-20% due to incompletely resected polyps

• risk reduction in CRC incidence for colonoscopy: left >> right

Kahi CJ et al. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2011;9:42
Hetzel JT et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2010;105:2656

Pohl H, Robertson DJ. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2010;8:858
Leung K et al. Gastrointest Endosc 2010;71:111

Robertson DJ et al. Gastroenterology 2008;134:A-111
Farrar WD et al. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2006;4:1259

Sawhney MS et al. Gastroenterology 2006;131:1700
Arain MA et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2010;105:1189

Brenner H et al. Ann Int Med 2011;154:22
Baxter NN et al. Ann Int Med 2009;150:1

Singh H et al. Gastroenterology 2010;139:1128
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SSA with dysplasia

NOT a “mixed hyperplastic 
polyp – tubular adenoma”

SSA with dysplasia

Dysplasia in SSAs

tubular adenoma – like 
“conventional”

TSA – like 
“serrated”

SSA with dysplasia 
and invasive adenocarcinoma
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Mixed HP-TA?
SSA with dysplasia?

TSA Features

pencillate nuclei rigid, sharp serrations

ectopic crypt buds1

45 3 dysplasia(?)

eosinophilic cells2
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increasing grades of dysplasia

number of recognizable ECFs

more easily recognized as TSA looks like a TVA/VA

TSA and SSA: Reporting

• SSA
• negative for dysplasia and malignancy

• with dysplasia (low or high-grade) ≡ advanced SSA

COMMENT

“Sessile serrated adenomas with dysplasia are advanced lesions that have an increased 
propensity to transform to adenocarcinoma. Complete endoscopic removal is recommended. 
If complete endoscopic removal cannot be achieved, surgical resection should be considered.”

• TSA
• negative for high-grade dysplasia and malignancy

• with high-grade dysplasia

67 68


